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Hi,
First I would like to say I was on the hearing all day today. Not sure why my name wasn’t
called. Perhaps it was because I registered about 10 minutes after the hearing started.
I appreciate everyone’s willingness to hear from Coloradans on this matter. I will say I never
questioned CO voting system until I heard the SOS say “she was not going to allow audits as it
would cause voters to doubt CO voting system.” After hearing that comment, it raised red
flags for me and many others. That doesn’t even make sense. The ONLY way to show voters
an election is honest IS to allow audits. Now I want to know what she is hiding? What is she
keeping from voters? What is it that she doesn’t want them to see? If there is nothing to hide,
then don’t hide it! Make it transparent.
From there I learned more about the “emergency election changes.” As many stated today,
exactly what is the emergency? No one answered that question. What is the emergency? This
screams of politics and also does not make sense. After reading about these proposed changes,
they are just ridiculous. It’s apparent the SOS is shooting for a one party state and doesn’t care
about transparency or anyone else, but her and her desires. Does she think voters are that
dumb? I assure you, Coloradans do NOT want to live in a communist state! No one benefits
from her proposes changes except her! As a reminder, an election belongs to the voters, not
the government.
The outcome of this hearing, as you know, will be closely watched. Voters in the 2022 and
2024 elections will vote based on it. As you are probably aware, Biden / Harris polls are
declining each month. That is because voters do NOT like their policies, including their voting
policies.
If you question why so many are concerned about CO trying to change voting laws and are
concerned about voting fraud, I recommend reading some of your colleges statements on
social media sites such as Twitter. Some of your own collages are VERY vocal on how they
view this. Some are so vocal, we know they weren’t listening and do not care. Voters in 2022
and 2024 will get their attention!
It is my hope the CO SOS and others on your staff will do the right thing, and not try to play
politics on this matter. It will back fire. Looking forward to the outcome!
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Sharon
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